
READING COMPREHENSION Galena Park 



WHAT BOOK DO YOU LOVE?

Hi. My name is _______________ and 

one of my favorite books to read with 

students is ______________ because 

________________________________.



WHAT BOOK DO YOU LOVE?

Hi. My name is Holland and one of my favorite books 

to read with students is Sylvester and the Magic Pebble 

by William Steig because it helps students understand 

that sometimes, even if we don’t realize it at first, we 

already have everything we need.



HOW MANY OF YOU CONSIDER YOURSELVES A 
PROFICIENT READER?

WHAT MAKES SOMEONE A PROFICIENT READER?



QUICK CHAT

▪ What is reading comprehension?

▪ Why is it important?

▪ What does it take for a student to be 

proficient?



“ As I read, I consciously and subconsciously synthesize.  I question, I infer, I 

create vivid sensory images.  I relate the piece to my own experience. I tease 

out what I think is most important.  I draw conclusions about what I think the 

key points of the passage are.  Sometimes I use the strategies purposefully, 

other times they surface randomly.  They are tools I use, sometimes effortlessly, 

sometimes purposefully to construct meaning.  They intertwine and merge and 

I switch quickly among them, frequently using them simultaneously.  They are 

the instruments which, as I become more familiar with them, give me the ability 

to read more quickly.  They are the means to an end.  For proficient readers, 

they are second nature.”

Keene and Zimmerman, 1997



WHAT ARE THE COMPONENTS OF ACTIVE LITERACY?

▪ Reading

▪ Writing

▪ Drawing

▪ Talking

▪ Listening

▪ Investigating



WHAT CHANGES IN REGARDS TO COMPREHENSION 
AS YOU READ DIFFERENT TYPES OF TEXT?



WHAT IS READING COMPREHENSION?

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?



WHAT IS READING COMPREHENSION?
Reading comprehension is a process in which the reader 
constructs meaning using as the building materials the 
information on the printed page and the knowledge stored in the 
reader’s head. It involves intentional thinking, during which 
meaning is constructed through interactions between text and 
reader (Durkin, 1993).

Reading is comprehension. 

Comprehension is what reading is all about. Decoding without 
comprehension is simply word barking— being able to articulate 
the word correctly without understanding its meaning. Effective 
comprehenders not only make sense of the text they are 
reading, they can also use the information it contains. 



WHY IS READING COMPREHENSION IMPORTANT?

Without comprehension, reading is a frustrating, 
pointless exercise in word calling. It is no 
exaggeration to say that how well students develop 
the ability to comprehend what they read has a 
profound effect on their entire lives. A major goal 
of reading comprehension instruction, therefore, 
is to help students develop the knowledge, skills, 
and experiences they must have if they are to 
become competent and enthusiastic readers.



1. Proficient readers monitor their comprehension more actively and 

effectively than less proficient readers 

EVIDENCE FOR INSTRUCTION IN COMPREHENSION 
STRATEGIES

2. Proficient readers are more likely to use a variety of active 
cognitive strategies to enhance their comprehension and repair it 
when it breaks down

3. Explicit instruction along with supported, scaffolded practice in the 
use of comprehension strategies produces improvements in reading 
comprehension in both younger and older students



GRADUAL RELEASE OF RESPONSIBILITY
This chart shows how strategy instruction begins with strong teacher support through modeling and 

demonstrating, moves to the teacher and child working together, and culminates with children applying 

the strategy independently. There is a gradual release of responsibility.



WHAT ARE THE EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM PRACTICES 
FOR DEVELOPING READING COMPREHENSION?

A review of the research conducted over 30 years 
established that the following three features of instruction 
consistently promote comprehension:

•• reading

•• explicit strategy instruction

•• talk 

Source: CIERA, Every Child a Reader (Topic 5) 3.



WHICH STRATEGIES IMPROVE  READING 
COMPREHENSION?

Metacognition, or thinking about one’s own thinking, 
is the umbrella under which all other strategies fall, 
and each strategy is a variation of metacognition 
(Keene and Zimmermann 25). Metacognition is 
affected by children’s attitudes toward reading and 
their knowledge of the strategies used by effective 
readers. The strategies that follow are some of the 
most effective: 



▪ Monitoring Comprehension

▪ Using Mental Imagery/Visualization 

▪ Visual Representation of Text 

▪ Making Use of Prior Knowledge/Predicting 

▪ Summarizing

▪ Using Text Structure 

▪ Generating Questions 

▪ Answering Questions



WHAT’S THE CONNECTION BETWEEN...

▪ MAIN IDEA

▪ RETELLING

▪ SUMMARIZING

▪ DETERMINING IMPORTANCE



WHAT’S THE CONNECTION?

Main Idea: The main idea is the point of the paragraph. It is the 
most important thought about the topic. 

Retell: A retelling is to tell (a story, tale, etc.) over again or in a 
new way.

Summary:  A summary gives a short overview, or the main points, 
of something longer.

Determining Importance: Determining importance is a strategy 
that readers use to distinguish between what information in a text is 
most important versus what information is interesting but not 
necessary for understanding.



RETELLING VS. SUMMARIZING

Turn & Talk: What is the relationship between 
retelling and summarizing?

Summary Writing is like ESPN Sports Center Video

http://www.smekenseducation.com/summary-writing-parallels-espn-sportscenter.html


SUMMARIZING

In order to summarize, children must determine 
the important information (the gist) and condense 
this into their own words. Children who can 
summarize:

▪ identify or generate main idea(s) (the gist)

▪ connect the main, or central, ideas

▪ eliminate redundant and unnecessary information

▪ remember what they have read



HOW DO YOU SUMMARIZE?

Readers summarize by:

• Determining the most important information in one’s own words

• Using key words or phrases

• Only including important information

• Weeding out extraneous details

• Getting to the essence of the text in as little words as possible



WHEN SHOULD THE READER SUMMARIZE?
Readers summarize at different points depending on text type.

• At the end of a paragraph

• At the end of a chapter

• At the end of a book

• By the following story elements: characters, setting, problem, attempts to solve problem, and 
solution

• When significant to the plot

• When a process has occurred

• When a theme or main ideas is presented

• Based on a text structure

• A timeline of events

• Based on text features



LET’S PRACTICE! THE THREE LITTLE PIGS

SWBST

Somebody...

Wanted...

But...

So...

Then...



THE THREE LITTLE PIGS SUMMARY

Three little pigs wanted to live on their own so they 
each built a house made out of straw, sticks or brick 
but a hungry wolf came along and tried to blow down 
each house so he could eat the pig inside. So, each 
time the wolf blew down one of the houses, that pig 
would run away to their brother’s house. Then, when 
the wolf couldn’t blow down the third house made out 
of bricks, he finally got tired and gave up.



THE THREE LITTLE PIGS SUMMARY

A big bad wolf wanted to eat three little pigs 
because he was hungry but each time the wolf 
blew down one of the pig’s house the pig escaped 
to his brother’s home.  So, the wolf eventually went 
to the third pig’s house made out of bricks and 
tried to blow that house down too but couldn’t do it. 
Then, the wolf finally got tired and gave up.



YOUR TURN TO PRACTICE!
SUMMARIZING- FICTION

SWBST

Somebody...

Wanted...

But...

So...

Then...



THE BOY WHO CRIED WOLF SUMMARY

A young boy who watched his father’s sheep every day 
wanted someone to keep him company so that he wouldn’t 
be lonely but he tricked the villagers into coming to help him 
when he kept crying. “Wolf! Wolf!” So, after being tricked 
several times they were upset that the boy kept tricking 
them to come when he wasn’t really in danger. Then, when 
the wolf really did come and the boy yelled for help, the 
villagers thought he was trying to trick them again and 
ignored his pleas for help so he was eaten by the wolf.



WHAT IS SUMMARIZATION?

There are different approaches to summarizing 
depending on text structure. When summarizing 
a fiction text, a sequence of key events seems 
most appropriate. For non-fiction, 
summarizing by text structure seems most 
direct. These might include cause and effect, 
categorizing, compare and contrast, and 
process sequencing.

(Harvey & Goudvis, 2007)



SUMMARIZING- NONFICTION

TEXT STRUCTURES

▪ Description

▪ Compare/Contrast

▪ Sequence

▪ Problem/Solution

▪ Cause/Effect



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

DESCRIPTION:

____________________________ has many 
characteristics. It/He/She is a/an ____________ 
that/who _______________________________, 
_________________________________ and 
_______________________________________
____________________.



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

COMPARE/CONTRAST:

____________________________ and 
___________________________ are similar in that 
they both _______________________________ and 
____________________________________.  They 
are different because _________________________ 
and ______________________________________.



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

SEQUENCE:

__________________ followed a series of steps to 
_______________________. She/He/It begins with 
________________________________________, 
continues with ________________________, and ends 
with ___________________________________.



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

PROBLEM/SOLUTION:

__________________________________ wanted 
__________________________________, but 
_____________________________________________
____.  So, ____________________________________.  
Then, ______________________________________. 



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

CAUSE/EFFECT:

The effects of _____________________________________ 
are significant because ______________________________. 

One result of _______________________ is 
_______________________________.  Another result is 
_________________________________________________. 
Because of these outcomes, it is important that 
_________________________________________________.



LET’S PRACTICE!

Now we’re 

ready to write 

our summary.

First, let’s look at one 

of the articles from 

Social Studies Weekly 

and determine the text 

structure that the 

author utilized. Then 

we’ll label it.

Next, we will find the 

sentence frame for 

that specific text 

structure.



NATURAL DISASTERS SHAPE THE LANDSCAPE

What is the text structure the author has used?

▪ Description

▪ Compare/Contrast

▪ Sequence

▪ Problem/Solution

▪ Cause/Effect



TEXT STRUCTURES- SUMMARY SENTENCE FRAMES

DESCRIPTION:

____________________________ has many 
characteristics. It/ He/ She is a/an ___________ 
that/who _______________________________, 
_________________________________ and 
_______________________________________
____________________.



NATURAL DISASTERS SHAPE THE LANDSCAPE 
SUMMARY

DESCRIPTION:

Natural disasters including volcanoes, 
hurricanes and earthquakes have many 
characteristics. They are terrible events that 
happen in nature and can affect people 
and change the shape of the land.



YOUR TURN TO PRACTICE!

Be ready 

to share!

First, look through the 

Social Studies Weekly 

articles and code them 

according to the text 

structure that the 

author utilized. Some 

articles may have 

multiple text structures.

Next, choose 3 

articles, representing 

different types of text 

structure, and use the 

sentence frames to 

complete a summary 

of the article.  





STAAR: SUMMARY EXAMPLES



STAAR EXAMPLES- 3RD 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 3RD 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 4TH 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 4TH 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 5TH 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 5TH 2015



STAAR EXAMPLES- 5TH 2015



WHAT IS INFERENCE?

Inference is ______________________________.

Making inferences can be ______________ 
because _________________________________.

difficult easy confusing

instinctive impossible natural



WHAT IS INFERENCE?

Inference is the ability to figure 
something out when it is not explicitly 
written in the text. In other words, 
inferring is being able to “read 
between the lines,” to go beyond the 
literal meaning of a text (Keene & Zimmermen, 1997). 



WHAT IS INFERENCE?

Good readers are able to make inferences 
based on textual clues and schema (prior 
knowledge and personal experiences.) No two 
readers will infer the same exact way because 
inference is based on an individual’s life 
experience, knowledge, and creativity 
combined with the text being read. 



WHEN SHOULD YOU USE INFERENCE?

• When using any of the other reading 
comprehension strategies

• When analyzing story elements such as characters, 
setting, problem, solution

• When looking for cause and effect relationships in 
both fiction and non-fiction texts





MAKING INFERENCES

+ =



ASK QUESTIONS

Ask inference questions while reading aloud using both literature and 
nonfiction selections across content areas. Teach students to use inference 
questions when reading independently. Robert J. Marzono (Educational 
Leadership) suggests using the following four questions:

▪ What is my inference?

▪ What information did I use to make the inference?

▪ How good was my thinking?

▪ Do I need to change my thinking?



Inference with Pictures



Inference with Pictures

What are three things you can tell about the person who these feet belong to?

▪ What is my inference?

▪ What information did I use to make the inference?

▪ How good was my thinking?

▪ Do I need to change my thinking?



Inference with Pictures
What is happening in this photo? Why? What makes you think this?

▪ What is my inference?

▪ What information did I use to make the inference?

▪ How good was my thinking?

▪ Do I need to change my thinking?



Inference with Pictures
Why isn’t this woman using a fork to eat her pie? 

Why do you think so?

▪ What is my inference?

▪ What information did I use to make the inference?

▪ How good was my thinking?

▪ Do I need to change my thinking?



Who am I?

born in 

1959

real name 

Kara

she died 

but is alive

DC
cousin to 

Superman

#1

#2

#3
#4

#5



Context Clues

I infer that…

Prior Knowledge

Based on the text, ____________ as well as what I know 

about _____________, I infer that...



Inference Riddles

I begin in the 

morning…
… at sunrise. … and last 

until sunset

“yester” is 

always the 

one before

“to” is the 

one right 

now

Tomorrow is 

always 

another…

There are 

365 of me 

each year.

Night is my 

opposite.

I hope you have 

a nice…

I think the answer to the riddle is ____________ 

because ________________________. 



Inference Task Cards

▪ What is my inference?

▪ What information did I use to make the inference?

▪ How good was my thinking?

▪ Do I need to change my thinking?





INFERENCE PRACTICE

What do you think this text will be 
about based on the title and cover 
page?

▪What is my inference?

▪ What information did I use to make the inference?

▪ How good was my thinking?

▪ Do I need to change my thinking?



INFERENCE PRACTICE



INFERENCE PRACTICE

What do you think might happen if one branch of 
government had all of the power?

▪What is my inference?

▪ What information did I use to make the inference?

▪ How good was my thinking?

▪ Do I need to change my thinking?



INFERENCE PRACTICE



INFERENCE PRACTICE

What do you think might happen next with Thurgood 
Marshall?

▪What is my inference?

▪ What information did I use to make the inference?

▪ How good was my thinking?

▪ Do I need to change my thinking?



INFERENCE PRACTICE



INFERENCE PRACTICE

What do you think might happen next with Thurgood 
Marshall?

▪What is my inference?

▪ What information did I use to make the inference?

▪ How good was my thinking?

▪ Do I need to change my thinking?





TEACHER CREATED MATERIALS

Choose one Leveled Reader from Teacher Created 

Materials for your grade level.

Work with a partner and discuss how you might use this 

nonfiction text to teach ideas that you have practiced this 

afternoon.

Take notes and be ready to share!





EXIT SLIP

On a notecard, please provide feedback on the following:

▪ What is one idea that you will take back and implement 
in your classroom?

▪ What is one suggestion for improving this session?

Holland Poulsen

hollandpoulsen@gmail.com

mailto:hollandpoulsen@gmail.com

